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Anna Com neno, the Alexiad and the First Crusade 1
By her own occount Anna Com >"Ie no began to write the Alexiad
shortly after the death of her husband, Nicephoros Bryennios, in 1137. He
hod begun a life of Alexius, known to us as the Hyle, but had taken it no
further than the end of the reign of Nicephoros Botaniates in March 1081.
This inspired Anna to continue the unfinished life of her father. 2 Some 30
years after the death of Alexius, she tells us that she was still preparing the
work. 3 Those parts of Books X ::md XI which deal with the First Crusade
were therefore written at least 40 years ofter the events they describe . We
know that Anna W';IS born on 1 December 1083 4 so she was only thirteen when
the crusade came to Constantinople in 1096-97. In view of these facts it is
difficult to regard her as an eye-witness even for those events which took
place in and around Constantinople during the First Crusade. 5 Anna is at
pains to stress her involvement in public affairs even at a very tender age, 6
but it seems likely that her childhood recollections odd no more than a certain
vividness to accounts of events which, essentially, she derived from other
sources.
Her poor dating is also probably evidence of her distance from
events.
Anna makes a point of emphasising the limitations of her sources.
On the death of her father she had intrigued unsuccessfully to place her
husband, Nicephoros Bryennios, on the throne in place of her brother John:
this is why John II Com" enus (1118-1143) imprisoned Anna in the Theotokos
Kecharitomenae in western Asia Minor. 7 Because of this she declares:
For thirty years now ... 'I have not seen, I have not spoken to a friend of m,
father', and goes on to tell us that she obtained inform:1tion only from humSle
men, veterans who had entered the monastic life.
She says that she used
these accounts to supplement and correct her own m .~mories and writings, and
stories she had heard in the family. 8
On t he other hand Anna seems to have
been freer to collect evidence after the death of her brother, the Emperor
John, in 1143 for she also tells us: 'there are m~n still olive today who knew
ml father and tell me of his deeds.
They have, in fact, rmde a not inconsiderable contribution to the history ... '. 9 Further, both Buckler and
Chalandon agree that Anna must have been able to use the Imperial Archives
because she reproduces docum-~nts, sam.:! of which fall within the area we are
concerned with here. 10 The actual text of the letters of Hugh IV\ognus as
given by Anna seem~ rather unlikely, but there can be little doubt that letters
were exchanged. liOn the other hand the exchange of letters with Bohemond
in 1103 and the instruction to St. Gilles in 1099 have the ring of truth, while
the text of the Treaty of Devol is undoubtedly accurate. 12 Anna, therefore,
probably had access to the imperial archivesi by her own account she. was
able to draw upon the testimony of men of varying degreesi she was able to
use her own earlier (but unspecified) writings; and above all she W-:JS able to
drow upon the recollections of the Imperial family, especially her husband .
All this gives Anno's work great authority for the period of the First Crusade,
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although she cannot be regarded as an eye-witness to the events. However,
despite her protestations to the contrary, 13 she did favour her father. Her
entire account of the crusade is coloured by her anxiety to defend her father
from the charge of oath-breaking, a charge which had the gravest political
imolicotions for Alexius and for the Byzantine Empire, and which was still
o iiving issue ot the time she wrote. Alexius and the latin princes who led
the crusade rmde on agreement upon oath in the spring of 1097, whose detailed
terms ore not known to us. By virtue of that agreement Alexius claimed that
the lotins should hove restored Antioch to him when it fell in June 1098, but
Bohemond, who controlled the city, ~s ahle to claim that Alexius had broken
the agreement, thereby destroying his obligation to the emperor. Some forty
years later, when Anna was writing, John II Comnenus was still trying to recover Antioch, and his son, Manuel, was to spend rTlIJch time on the same
objective.

It is significant of Annals general attitude to the latins that the
crusade is introduced as one amongst the m'Jny troubles which beset the empire
at this tima. 14 She implies that Alexius was taken totclly by surprise.
There is no hint that her father might have ':IS ked for aid at the Council of
Piacenza as he almost certainly did, 15 while the Council of Clermont is never
mentioned.
She can hardly be blamed for ignorance of Clermont for she
wrote at least forty years after it met, and by that time Albert of Aix, himself
a westerner, seems to have been uncertain of its importance. 16 Her silence
on Piacenza is more suspect, for she had access to the Imperial archives, and this
may well represent a discreet suppression . There is some evidence in the
Alexiad that Alexius was forewarned of the coming of the crusaders. By Annals
~ount Alexius implemented thoufJhtful policies to control the barbarians
crossing his empire,1? while he had worked out the policy of making the
latin leaders become his vassals in plenty of timoe for the arrival of HUQh tv\aanus,
who, it may be added, had written to him twice in advance of his coming. 18
Writers have correctly observed the tone of civilised contempt for mere barbarians with which AIir"lO first speaks of the crusaders, but amongst the generalised
abuse which she showers upon them .. here, at the very beginning of the story,
note one specific charge, thot of oath-breaking. This deplorable tendency
to perjury is carefully presented as arising from the very character of the
latins.
It is a theme which she cultivates assiduously in the early stages of the
Alexiad, and which totolly dominates the work in so for as it is concerned with
the crusade. As part of her campaign to blame the latins for all that went
wrong, it was vital to blacken the reputation of Bohemond, the orch-villain
who later seized Antioch from Alexius contrary to his ooth.
long before
Bohemond actually appears in the story, he is carefully introduced and vii Iified.
The simplicity of the poor on the 'People's Crusade' is contrasted with
the rm levalence of Bohemond whose true purpose was to seize Constantinople
itself; this charge is repeated twice. 19 His coming is foreshadowed, 20
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while it is alleged that he had bound the other leaders together in a conspiracy
against the Empire. 21 Even minor leaders prevaricate about taking an oath
to A!exius because they oW:Jit the arrival of Bohe nr:md . 22 All this is done
before Bohem·~nd himself com~s into the story with the arrival of his orm; ot
A"lona.
Of course it does, in port, reflect contemporary Byzantine fear of
Bohemond who, only ten years before, had been pJrty to on effort to destroy
the Byzantine empire, but its real purpose is to prepare the way for his role in
the drama of oath-breaking which dominates Anna's account. One vitol
purpose of all this anticipation was to explain and discredit Bohemond's initial
friendliness tOW':lrds the em?ire. On this the western sources are explicit.
The Anonymous tells us thot almost as soon as he hod landed Bohemond ordered
his troops to behave well, warning 'them 1)11 to be courteous and refroin from
plundering that land, which belonged to the Christians', and he goes on to
mention other occasions when Bohemond restrained his army and treated the loca l
people well. 23 Raymond of Aguilers, no friend of the Normons of South
Italy, makes it quite clear that Bohemond sided with Alexius in his quarrel
with the Count of Toulouse at Constantinople. 24 A,1na W:JS forced to admit
that Bohemond first pursued a policy of friendship, but she W':JS able to explain
it away as m.~re pretence arising from his weak position; an explanation for
which she has very adeqU'Jtely prepared us: 'Knowing that he himself was not
of noble descent, with no great military following because of his lack of resources, he wished to win the emperor's goodwill, but at the some tim~ to
conce:J1 his own hostile intentions against him' . 25 The judgement on the
size of Boheml)nd's following probably reflects knowledge of his difficult
position in South Italy :Jt this tim.~. What it is im;:>ortant to reco;nise at this
point is that Bohemond has been carefully introduced to us as a mon not to be
trusted, and that this characteristic is fixed upon all the latin leaders, partly
as spring ing from character and part Iy from ;JSsac iation with the arch-v ilia in
and great oathbreaker.
This theme of the Franks, and above all Bohemond, as barbarian oothbreakers, untrustworthy in the extreme, is deliberately woven into A'1na's
account of the origins and early stages of the First Crusade. This section of
the account reveals some of the Alexiad's strengths and weaknesses as a source.
Anno knew little of events in the West. She was ignorant of Clermont and
assumed that Peter the Hermit hod begun the crusade. 26 In contrast, Anno
provides us with an account of the People's Crusade wh ich is very full and
largely comp:ltible with Latin accounts. 27 However, there is a curious
spottiness about this section of the story: it is odd that she ITIOkes no reference
to the dev'Jstation of imperial territory by some of the western armies on their
way to Constantinople. 28 Moreover Anna assumes that all the crusader armies
came to Constantinople after crossing the Adriatic: she makes a general statement to this effect and later specifically tells us that Godfrey crossed the
Adriatic, though we know thot he followed 0 different route. 29 The contrast
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between notably accurate and detoiled accounts, and quite frequent ignorance
or even misinformation, probably springs from the fact that Anna W-:JS writing
long ofter the events she describes and was therefore dependent on the accounts
of others in whatever form they came to her. Anno's belief that all the
armies come across the Adriatic may we ll be her own inference from the
sources she had before her. Anno mentions by name the Duke of Dyrrochiurn,
her cousin John son of Isaac the Sebastocrator, and Nicholos "-"ovrocotacolon,
commander of the Adriotic fleet. 30 She show~ herself well informed about
the instructions they received regarding the arrangements to meet the lotin
forces, and gives a detailed account of their reception of Hugh of Verm'lndois.
Short ly after, we hove a vivid and circumstantial story of the fighting at sea
between the Byzantine "-Aarianus and a Frankish warrior priest, 31 which must
have come from on eyewitness.
It seems reasonable to infer that Anna either
saw official reports, or heard from her cousin John about these events, and on
the basis of these particular stories drew the general conclusion that all the
barbarians camp. via the Adriatic.
All this suggests that we should treat Anna's
account of the events of the First Crusade with some caution, remp.mbering
above all that she was not an eyewitness, and that she was writing with hindsight.
As the crusader armies approached Constantinople they presented the
emperor Alexius with a complex of problems.
He had to cope with large
numbers of nominally friendly troops wha needed to be policed and fed. 32
These armies, which were planning to concentrate at Constantinople, included
Normnns, the blood enemies of the Byzantine empire.
However, it was im perative that Alexius treat the crusaders in a friendly way, for whatever
Urban II's precise intentions were in launching the crusade, it seems certain
that he intended to help the Byzantine empire. Even Anno Comnena admits
that many of the crusaders had come with the best of intentions, while the
story of the plague of locusts which ate only the vines does admit the moral
worth of the western armies. 33 The fact was that Christendom W:lS still one,
and that the spirit of Christian brotherhood still meant something. 34 Further,
Alexius was determined that his empire should prafit from this western incursion,
a point thot Anno makes amply cle:lr.
In the coming confrontation at
Constantinople Alexius held most of the cords for each crusader army arrived
separa te Iy, and a II depended on him for suppl ies, transport across the Bosphorus,
military help and guidance. On the other hand the very presence of their
turbulent armies was a terror to the empire and Alexius may hove lock ed
troops because his army W'JS dispersed to meet m':lny threats,35 while the rei igious nature of their undertaking meant that Alexius had to appear to treat them
'Nell. Anna portrays Alexius trying to deal with e':lch maior leader of the
crusade in isolat ion, seeking to m'Jke each his vassal.
The unfortunate Hugh
of Vermondois was shipwrecked then isolated from any contact with other
westerners in honourable imprisonment until he hod sworn on ooth to Alexius
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'to become his liegem~n and toke the custom~ry oath of the latins ' . 36
Greater difficu lties crose with the arrival at Constantinople of Godfrey of
Bouillon and his arm,! on 23 December 1096. 37 Anna ascribes his reluctance
to cross the Bosphorus to his being in league with Bohemond, but we sho:. dd
see th is in the Iight of what has been so id aoout her pre iudices.
However,
the measures which she says Alexius took to bring Godfrey to heel seem predictoble: he W:JS isolated, supplies were cut, an effort was made to suborn
his subordinate commanders, Hugh of Vermondois was employed to try and
persuade him, and military force was used, though only ofter m'Jch provocation.
The account of the troubles of the Lorraine army is in general compatible
with what we know from western sources. Finally, in late January, 38
Go:Hrey ' ... c':Jme to the emperor and swore on oath as he was directed that
whatever cities, countries or forests he might in future subdue, which had in
the first place belonged to the Rom')n Empire, he would hand over to the
officer appointed by the emperor for this very purpose'. 39 This appears at
first sight to be a very different ooth to that extracted fro.Tl I-iugh of Vermandois.
Nothing is specifically said of the obscure Count Raoul taking an oath, but it
is at least implied that he come to obedience in the end. 40 In the case of
the sundry and unspecified leaders who arrived next, whom Anna casually and
inaccurately describes as 'kings, dukes and counts, and even bishops',41 it is
absolutely clear that they became sworn vassals of the emperor, though nothing
is so id of return ing cit ies or towns . However, Godfrey come bock to Constanti nople specifically to witness their oothtaking, so it seems unlikely that
what they swore was markedly different from the oath he hod taken.
It is not surprising that Anno devotes much time to the negotiations
between Alexius and Bohemond. 42 Her theme throughout is that Bohemond
was a liar, willing to become the vassal of the emperor only for what he could
get out of the relationship, 'for he hod neither illustrious ancestors nor great
wealth (hence his forces were not strong - only a moderate number of Keltic
followers). In any case, Bohemond ,vas by nature a liar.' The story of his
fear of poisoned mea t (wh ich m':ly or may not be true) is used to portray him
as treacherous even to his followers, while he is pictured :IS perversely greedy
for the presents of the emperor. On the surface, however, Bohemond and
Alexius got on well and this impression is confirm'i!d by the western sources:
t!'e Gesta Francorum tell us that Bohemond swore on oath, while Raymond of
Aguilers shows Bohemond siding with Alexius in his quarrel with the Count of
Toulouse. 43
However, the most interesting port of Anno's account is her
story that Bohem::md asked to be m'Jde 'Domes tic of the East', a position which
apparently would have given him command over the other western leaders. 44
Alexius demurred but did not refuse outright, suggesting that even such a post
It is unlikely that Anna invented
might be Bohemond's if he proved faithful.
this incident, and it seems a little curious that she did not suppres~ it, but perhaps she felt that it W:JS necessary to be very truthful in the interests of m:Jking
it quite clear thot Bohemond hod received no promise from the emperor which
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could conceivably have given warrant for his seizure of Antioch. It is unlikely, as Chalandon thinks, 45 that Alexius offered Bohemond a principality
ot Antioch, but it is possible that these negotiations formed the basis of the
Gesta story that Alexius promised such a principality to Bohemond in return

fOriiTs oath. 46

ible

>is.

The last of the latin leaders who Anno mentions is Raymond of StGilles, Count of Toulouse, 'Isangeles', who from the first is portrayed as a
friend of the emperor: 'For one of them, Raymond the Count of St-Gilles,
Alexius hod a deep affection'. 47 Anna goes on to tell us that her father
and the count become such good friends that Raymond stoyed for a while ot
Constantinople ofter the other leaders had left, and became privy to all the
emperor's fears about Bohemond. What Anna gives us is a summary of 'many
conversations' in the course of which on understanding appears to have grown
between the two men.
It must be noted that she never says that Raymond
took the oath to become a vassal of her father . This appears to confirm the
testimony of both the Gesta and the work of Raymond of Aguilers which tell
us that Raymond refused the oath of homage, but eventually offered satisfactory
assurances for the security of the emperor and his lands . 48 Anna's account
of the friendship between the count and her father contrasts sharply with the
violent quarrel between them reported by Latin sources which tell us that
Raymand refused homage because he had come to fight for the Lord and no
other, and sought revenge when he heard that his ill-disciplined army had
been scatte red by the imperial police: Raymond of Aguilers reports that
Bohemond supported the emperor in this quarrel and concludes by saying that
because the count had refused homage, Alexius gave him a few presents. 49
Commentators have assumed that Raymond of Aguilers, who was bitterly antiByzantine, deliberately omitted any reference to the new friendship between
the count and emperor which developed after the initial misunderstanding,
while Anna, who knew that Raymond became a loyal ally of Alexius in the
later stages of the crusade and beyond, chose to omit any reference to the
quarrel thot began the relationship. Some have even spoken of a GrecoProven~al ollioncedating from this time. 50
This seems to be a gross overstatement, for the Latin sources do not portray Raymond as a defender of
imperial rights (as distinct from an enemy of Bohemond ) until November 1098;51
Anno herself never mentions any resistance by the count to Bohemond's seizure
of Antioch . 52 If we discount Anna's lovish praise of St-Gilles and her blackguarding of Bahemond as being the results of hindsight, and if we bear in mind
the Latin accounts of the bitterness of the count towards Alexius, what Anna
actually describes to us is her father carefully and tentatively cultivating two
prickly western leaders, neither of whom w~s very well-inclined to the
Byzantines, but either of whom might well choose to throw in his lot with him
Of the two, Bohemand was undoubtedly the
if circumstances were right.
more willing, though at a price, while the count was the more cautious. The
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subsequent fXlttern of friendship and enmities arose through changing circumstances and the way in which these two leaders exploited them. One connot
help wondering whether Alexius tried to cultivate others besides the Count
and Bohemond. Stephen of Blois certainly enioyed good relations with him.
Perhaps Anno selected these two because of their importance for the future.
But the most interesting problem which arose from Anno's account of
the negotiations between the western leader.; and the emperor is the precise
nature of the agreements which were concluded, for at a later dote each side
was to accuse the other of oath-breaking. $0 far we have seen that Anno
would hove us believe that the crusader leaders became the vassals of the
emperor, and swore to return to him ony former territories of the Byzantine
empire which they captured: this and no more is the substance of the agreements recorded in the Alexiad. Yet there are hints in Anne's account that
something more than this~greed. At the very end of Book X and at the
beginning of Book XI, Anno stresses that Alexius would have liked to join the
Franks, while in the very first paragraph of Book XI she tells us that the
Franks who had landed in Asia Minor expected 'the Emperor to come with
Isangeles' though they expected only St-Gilles to go to Nicaea with them.
In the account of the siege of Nicaea, Anne is brutally frank about her
father's realpolitik, his intention to use the westerners' strength for his own
profit. There is no doubt that Alexius was entitled to have Nicaea returned
to him, but the W':ly in which he kept his western allies in the dark about
negotiations with the enemy, and even in the end prepared them for an attack
which served only his own ends, was hardly in the spirit of christian cooperation. 53
The outline of Anna's account of the siege of Nicaea here is comparable to that given by the latin chronicles, and in particular the story of
the undermining of the Gonates tower seems to reflect a similar incident narrated by Raymond of Aguilers and the Anonymous. 54
In her account of the
attempt by the Sulton to lift the siege of Nicaea, Anno differs from the
western sources in suggesting that battles were fought on two separate days,
but it must be admitted that the latter are for From unanimous in their stories of
the battle. 55
The chief value of Anno's account is that it gives a totally
different perspective of the siege of Nicoea. Alexius is portrayed as deeply
distrustFul of the Franks but anxious to profit from their power. Anna proises
him For whot is, in the end, duplicity towards his friends and allies. Anna
exaggerates the degree of military support which he provided.
The story of
the lost interview at Peleconus in which Alexius gave presents and took ooths
from those who had not already sworn them 56 marks the end of Anna's coherent
and connected account of the crusade.
Thereafter all she reparts of value is
a series of disconnected incidents, strung together by ignorance, speculation
and misinformation.
The Alexiad's value as a source for the First Crusade
diminishes as the army gets further and Further From Constantinople. What we
are told, r.owever, and almost all of what is singled out as important, relates
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to the question of the oaths token at Constantinople.
There is no account, as such, of the siege of Antioch, but we ore
told immediately of the coming of Kerbogah to relieve Antioch, though this
did not occur until the end of the siege.
Then we hear of Bohemond's
intrigue with an Armenian 57 who promised to betray Antioch to him. Anna
tells us that, armed with this secret, Bohemond tricked the imperial representative on the crusade, Taticius, into leaving the army.
Anna was naturally concerned to present a Byzantine view blaming Bohemond for the flight of
Toticius, because his departure could be presented as part of the Byzantine
'desertion' of the crusade.
In fact her story thot Bohemond told Toticius of a
plot against him by the other leaders may have truth in it, but it is only
credible if we accept that anti-Byzantine feeling was growing generally in
the army. 58 Anno then shows us Bohemond, once he hod got rid of Taticius,
gaining a promise of the city for himself at any rate until such time as another
imperial representative arrived, from the other Frankish leaders who were
terrified by the impending arrival of Kerbogah. 59 This is a travesty of events,
for Taticius fled the camp in February 1098 at a time when the army had heard
news of an attempt to relieve the city by Ridwan of Aleppo, while it was not
until late May that Bohemond's colleagues promised him the city, though only,
as the Anonymous tells us: 'on condition that if the emperor come to our aid
and fulfil all the obligations which he promised and vowed, we will return the
city to him as it is right to do'. 60 Anno may have been poorly informed of
the events of the first siege of Antioch, so what she gives us is probably surmise centering on the events which interested her, those relative to the oath.
It is interesting thot she ond the Anonymous are in near agreement about the
conditional nature of the promise made by the other leaders to Bohemond .
The story of the second siege of Antioch is little more than on outline in which
considerable credit is given to Bohemond,61 presumably to explain why he
was in the end given Antioch.
The only other incident about which she goes
into any detail is the finding of what she calls 'The Holy Nail', 62 but whot
the Latin sources clearly regard os the Holy Lance.
The discrepancy moy be
explained in terms of Anna's desire to be tactful to the Count of St-Gilles who
was the upholder of this relic and her knowledge that the true Holy Lance was
one of the relics at Constantinople. To describe the find as a 'Holy Nail'
allowed the Count the finding of a maior relic without questioning the Holy
Lance at Constantinople. 63
With the exception of the important account of events at Philomelium
the remainder of Anno's account of the first Crusade is pretty useless. 't is a
very thin outline, and in it Anna confuses Godfrey of Bouillon's victory over
the Egyptians at Ascalon on 12 August 1099 with the defeat of Baldwin Ion
17 MDy 1102 at the second battle of Ramleh. 64
These events were of Iitt Ie
interest to Anno who was happy to pass them over without any attempt at clarification because they were not related to the question of the oath.
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Anna is naturclly much more interested in the doings of her father and
is concerned with the crusade really only in so far as it affected him. The
advance of the Franks into Turkish territory enabled Alexius, as Anno says, to
regain substantial sections of western Asia Miner, Ionia and Phrygio. 65 These
campaigns had not ended, she tells us, wnen Alexius set out with his army to
help the Franks in Antioch, and got as for as Philomelium. 66 We have already noted in connection with the siege of Nicoeo that Anna insists upon
Alexius's anxiety to go to the aid of the Franks (an anxiety which never impelled him to join them). At Philomelium Anna emphasises her father's
anxiety to help the Franks, and tells us that the gloomy account of their
situation given by William of Grandmesnil, Stephen of Blois and Peter of the
Alps, all of whom had fled from Antioch, made him 'all the more anxious to
hurry to their aid'.
However, news arrived of another enemy army in the
field, led by Ishmael, son of the Sultan of Khorosan, and this forced Alexius
to change his mind.
The apologetic note of this account is quite unmistakeable, for Anna spends a great deal of time rehashing the reasons why Alexius
did not go to Antioch, even dragging up the unstable character of the Franks,
a theme we hove met before at the very beginning of her account of the First
Crusade. 67 The reason for all this justification is clear. After the crusade
Alexius wrote to Bohemond demanding thot he return Antioch which he held
in defiance of his ooth: Bohemond replied that Taticius had fled and that
Alexius hod broken his ooth by nat following them with an army of his awn. 68
News of Alexius's 'desertion' at Philomelium and the failure to return of Hugh
of Vermandois in July 1098, who WJS sent by the leaders to persuade the
emperor 'to come and take over the city and fulfill the obligations which he
had undertaken towards them' ,69 were the factors which made possible
Bohemond's acquisition of Antioch in November 1098.
It is apparent from
this statement in the Gesta that the leaders of the crusade sow their agreement
with Alexius in a light rather different to trot thrown on them by Anno who
presents them simply as oaths of vassalage to Alexius. The charge of oathbreaking underlay the long conflict over Antioch which was to dominate
Byzantine-Crusader relations in the twelfth century.
The substance of the
oaths which both sides alleged to have been broken has never been elucidated
sat isfactori Iy.
The leaders of the crusade honded Antioch to Bohemond only reluctantly, and in the face of the opposition of Raymond of Toulouse. The reluctance
sprang from some fear of perjury, but more importantly they recognised that the
defection of Bohemond from the expedition, and the alienation of Raymond of
Toulouse, might destroy the whole undertaking. 70 However, this de facto
breaking of the oath was made possible by what seem to have been regarded
as a long series of 'betrayals' by the Byzantines.
In February, Taticius,
imperial representative on the crusade, had left the army at a mJment of
crisis when they were starving and when an enemy farce was expected.
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Although there is evidence that some food supplies continued to come from
imperial Cyprus, the army seems to have fed itself and fought its own battles
without Byzantine help.
Anna's rother arbitrary summary of events ot
Antioch ignores these factors.
It is very difficult to discover what the terms
of the oath, or, perhaps, if there was one, some related agreement, actually
we re.
Both sides had a vested interest in vagueness.
In a famous letter to
his wife, probably written at the end of the siege of Nicaea, Stephen of Blois
presents the emperor treating him as on equal and makes no mention of the oath,
while a letter of Anselm of Ribemont written at the siege of Antioch simply
evades the whole question of events at Constantinople. 71 An official letter
to the west from all the crusading leaders, dating from early in the siege of
Antioch, makes no mention of an ooth of homage, but says that a peace had
been concluded between themselves and the emperor under which the lotter
hod undertaken not to hinder pilgrims passing through his lands: it should be
stressed however that the letter was seeking recruits from the west and so may
have stressed this particular aspect of the agreement. 72 The Anonymous
admits that the leader of the crusade swore on oath of vassalage to the emperor,
but says nothing of the obligations which they undertook, and a great deal
about those which he took upon himself: 'The emperor for his part guaranteed
good faith and security to all our men, and swore also to come with us, bringing an army and a navy, and faithfu lly to supply us with provisions bath by
land and sea, and to take care to restore 011 those things which we had lost.
Moreover, he promised that he would not cause or permit onyone to trouble
or vex our pilgrims on the way to the Holy Sepulchre' .73 The emperor's
promise of 'fidem et securitatem' is very reminiscent of the same promise of
'fiducias atque securitatem' reported in the letter of the leaders already mentioned which also stresses the promises to protect pilgrims.
It would not be
surprising if Ihe emperor promised to give supplies to the army, for we hear
mention of these coming from Byzantine Cyprus, while the Anonymous does
tell us that Taticius left the crusader ormy on the pretext of bringing food. 74
The most controversial port of the Gesta account is Alexius's promise to lead
an army to the aid of the crusaders-.- I- f this pledge was actually made, his
failure to carry il out wou ld justify Bohemond's later charges, ond provide an
explanation of why Anno always stresses Alexius's anxiety to aid the crusaders,
especially at Philomelium.
However, the Gesta account must be treated
cautiously for it is extremely one-sided, nev-;r:-;;;;ntioning the promise made
by all the Fronk ish leaders 10 restore any former imperial territories which the
crusaders might capture. 75 Moreover, the Anonymous was a follower and
admirer of Bohemond who may well have used his work, in an edited form,
as an apologia. 76 When Raymond of Aguilers tells us of the emperor's
demand for homage from SI-G illes, he says thai the count refused and demanded
that Alexius should go to Jerusalem leading his own army: to this the emperor
replied that he could not go because of his pre-occupation with other problems?7
This dialogue has the ring of truth and Raymond of Aguilers was generally well-
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informed about the inner politics of the crusade.
It is unlikely in any case
that Alexius would ever h:Jve committed himself to a camfXJign in distant
Polestine,78 but Raymond does stote very clearly that the crusader leaders
did expect Syzant ine mil itory aid qu ite apart from thot provided by Tat ic ius.
As the army approached Antioch some of the leaders suggested that the army
should winter away from the city, awaiting reinforcements from the west and
the 'Emperor's forces'; this was successfully oPfc0sed by Sf-Gilles who argued
for on immediate close investment of Antioch. 9 However, this does strengthen the ideo thot Alexius had promised military support for the crusaders,
particularly if, as seem likely, SO Toticius was amongst those who wonted the
army to pass the winter away from Antioch.
A tentative but reasonable conclusion would be that the western
leaders did become the vassals of Alexius, and did promise to return former
imperial possessions (though the temporal and spatial limits are unclear) .
In return, Alexius promised to help pilgrims passing through his empire and
to give them supplies and military help.
In the event, each side was able
to claim that the other hod broken the ooth. Our latin eyewitness accounts
never felt seriously obliged to be fair to the Greeks in any case but in their
fXlges we can see resentment against their allies growing: the winter of
1097-98 saw the army suffering from starvation and serious losses. Their
position was continually menaced by relief expeditions led by powerful
In this crisis Taticius deserted them. None of this, of
Turkish potentates.
course, was Alexius's doing but when they triumphed they must have felt that
the Byzantines had done little to succour them . Then, at some time in the
summer of 1098, they seem to have heard of events at Philomelium,81 and
they never received a reply to the embassy to the emperor led by Hugh of
Vermandois which called upon Alexius to toke possession of Antioch.
In
these circumstances the crusaders could hove felt little obligation to the
emperor who had, apfXJrently, deserted them.
Further, we should not forget
that westerners may have viewed the ooth of allegiance differently to
Byzantines.
In the western experience the oath of homage implied reciprocal
duties and in the experience of the crude feudatories on the expedition these
would normally have been carried out personally by the contracting parties.
It was probably this interpretation of the oath, and the way in which curcumstances evolved, that gave force to the accusation that Alexius had not fulfilled his obligations, and had therefore broken the oath. When, in the
spring of 1099, Alexius wrote to the crusaders promising to come to their aid,
only the Count of St-Gilles was willing: the rest of the army (Bohemond had
left by this time) angrily refused to wait for him: 'The Emperor has always
done us hurt, has always lied, has always plotted against us'. 82
Ao1rlO Comneno presents us with a Greek view of the oath.
qu ite forma Ily make the charge that Bohemond had broken the oath.
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account stresses the obi igations of the latins towards her father, but conveniently leaves out any reference to his own towards them.
She portrays
Alexius giving military and logistic support as a m-:Jtter of grace rother than
forma I obi igat ion.
However, she seems to have been aware of the force
of the latins' argument that Alexius failed to support them. She certainly
knew of Toticius' desertion. Because of this she strove to stress the willingness of Alexius to aid the latins and grossly overstates the role of Taticius 's
force: 'Taticius' duty would be to help and proted them on all occasions'. 83
She portrays Alexius as all eagerness to support the lotins at Antioch but we
must take this with a pinch of salt. Philomelium is close to Antioch-inPisidia which the crusader army had left on 31 July 1097: they did not arrive
at Antioch until 20 October 1097.
It must be conceded thot the imperial
army could have reached Antioch rather faster than the enormous and heterogeneous force of the Franks.
However, the simple facts of geography must
lead us to doubt Anna's statement that Alexius was eager to aid the crusaders
and perhaps even to doubt whether he hod any intention at all of doing so.
The importance attached by Greeks and Latins alike to the question of the
oath is clearly revealed in the preliminaries which led up to the Treaty of
Devol. 84 At the very beginning of the text of the treaty itself Bohemond
was made to admit and to reiterate that he broke the oath which he had sworn
at Constantinople at the very beginning of the First Crusade. 85
Anna Comnena cannot be regarded as an eyewitness of the First
Crusade. She was writing some forty years after the crusade had passed
through Constantinople, so childhood recollections can only have added an
occasional vividness to her use of other sources.
The Alexiad is a life of
her father and is very favourable to him.
In the passage where she describes the First Crusade, Anno is specifically trying to defend her father
against the charge of oath-breaking, and thereby to justify Byzantine policy.
The possession of Antioch was a political issue throughout her lifetime and
beyond.
This basically conditions her treatment of the events of the First
Crusade.
From the first the Franks are presented as oath-breakers by nature,
and amongst them Bohemond is the arch-villain . At Constantinople he is
made to appear a m'uter of duplicity, and the fact of his willingness to cooperate with Alexius is clouded over.
In deliberate contrast Count Raymond
of St-Gilles emerges as the 'goody' amongst the crusaders and his early quarrel
with Alexius is quietly forgotten because by the time she wrote, Anna knew
that he had later become her father's ally.
The siege of Nicaea is dealt with
at length, presumably because she happened to have good accounts of it, and
could use it to portray her father as playing a mojor role.
It is interesting to
note that the duplicity which Anno so condemned in Bohemond is praised in her
father who kept his western allies in ignorance af his negotiations with the
Turks.
Indeed, the section on Alexius and the siege of Nicaea is one of the
Thereafter Anno concentrates her account almost
most revealing in the book.
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entirely on events with a direct bearing on the question of the oath, showing
little interest, for example, in the capture of Jerusalem.
Annals account of
the First Crusade is very inconsistent - sometimes she is well informed, at
other times quite the opposite.
This reflects both the limited source material
available to her and the way in which she selected information in order to
make her case. Anna Comneno was primarily concerned to present her father
as a figure of rectitude who had always kept his word to the crusaders. In
order to sustain her picture, Anno was obliged to suppress and distort in her
account: most particularly we are given a one-sided view of the agreements
concluded between the emperor and the leaders at Constantinople, and a
grossly exaggerated view of the Byzantine contribution to the crusade and
the interest of Alexius in it.
in reality Alexius pursued an opportunist policy
of profiting from an enterprise of whose ultimate success he must have been
sceptical, while at the same time offering the minimum of support. He did
not join the Franks in the siege of Nicaeai Anna would have us belie ve 'even
if his presence w:JS unwise, he realised the necessity of gi v ing as much aid to
the Kelts as if he were actually with them'. 86 In reality the help he gave
was limited.
He sent only a small expedition with the crusaders to Antioch,
because his main forces were pre-occupied in mopping up the Turks of western
Asia Minor in the wake of the crusading success.
It is possible that his
presence at Philomelium wos quite unrelated to any desire to help the Franks,
though that is not what Anna would have us believe.
Alexius adopted an
opportunist policy towards the First Crusode, but the Norman seizure of
Antioch in 1098 made it imperative, both for his good name and the needs of
the Byzantine Empire, to present this policy in a quite different light and
this was what Anno was concerned to do.
This is not to criticise Alexius's
policy which at the time was perfectly reasonable in the light of his mony
responsibilities. While his daughter Anno was fond of hindsight, Alexius
locked the gift of divination. Like almost everyone else he underestimated
the potential for success of the First Crusode.

JOHN FRANCE,
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SWANSEA.
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There are two easily available English translations of the Alexiad:
E.R. Sewter, The Alexiad of Anna Comneno, Harmondsworth 1969;
E.A.S. Dawes, The Alexiad of the Princess Anna Comneno, London

1922 (,e;ssued 1967).
All quotations here will be from 5ewter, but references will be made
to the Sewter translation (in the form of 5 +page no.) and the Dawes
translation (0 +page no.).
The limitations of this study, which
deals only with Anna's treatment of the First Crusade must be stressed
and for wider aspects of Anna's work and, in particular, the literary
aspects, see G. Buckler, Anne Comnena, A Study, Oxford 1928
(reissued 1968), One difference between the two versions needs
clarification.
l,n the Greek text Anna always describes the crusaders as KEAio\ (Kelton which Sewter translates as Celts, but
Dawes renders Franks .
In fact, H.G. Liddell and R. Scott,
A Greek-Engl j~icon, p. 937, suggest that though the word
literally means Celts, it specifically refers to Go II icon Celts.
Therefore Keltoi may be Anna's attempt to find a Greek word for
'Franks', the usua I word used by outs iders to describe the peopl e of
western Europe.
I would like to thank Miss Joon Booth of the
Classics Department, University College Sw;:]nsea, for her help in
th is matter.
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